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  The three dimensional projective space P3 and a smooth

quadric hypersurface Q3 in the four dimensional projective space P4

have the unique complex structure as Moishezon manifolds
([Ko2,5.3.5] [Nl][N2]).i See a}so [Pl][P2] [Ko2,5.3.13]. The major

p=rpose of the present paper is tc repeyt recent progress eR ehe sirc-

ilar problem$ for Faiio 3-folds of index two or more specifically cubic

hypersurfaces in P4,

  There are, besides $mooth ones, various normal singular cubic hy-

persurfaces admitting small (smooth) resolutions. A cubic 3-fold i$

by definition a smooth Moishezon 3-feld which is a small resolution

  i There is a yljmer that it has beeii p}'gved that t}Åre six dimeRsieRal spkere
S6 has a cemplex structiire, a fortierl, P3 has an exetic comp}ex structure with

nonzero irregularity. It may probably true that any compact complex 3-fold
horneorriorphic to P3 (resp, Q3) is isomorphic to P3 (re$p, Q3) ifthe irregularity

vanishes.
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of a norma,l cubic hypersurface in P4. Any cubic 3-fold with b2 = 1

is a simply connected'closed 6-manifold with the second integral ho-

niology group infinite cyclic, whose fir$t Chern class is divisible by

two. Some of cubic 3-folds are shown to have torsioxx free integral he-

mology groups. Since the second homology group is generated by the

clual of a hyperpla,ne section, the cubic form on the $econd homology

group is t}}e sa2 te as that cf a smcotlk cubic hypersgrface. [lrherefore

if any integral homology group of it is torsion free, (though we do not

know whether this is true for arbitrary cubic 3-folds) then the topol-

ogy of a ciitbic 3-folcl with b2 = 1 i$ by [W] =Riqgely determined by

its third Betti number b3. By an inequality which will be proved in

(4.2) we see tha,t b3 is an even integer with O f{{ b3 dvÅq- 10. An arbitrary

eve!Anteger betweeR g aRd iO is rea}izecl as the third Betti nv{mber

of $ome cul)ic 3-folcl with b•2 = 1, where a cubic 3-fold with b3 : 10

is a siririootlii cubic lLypersrirface. We pirove

[lrheerem e.1. Let X bea A(Ioishezgn 3-fold with c? positive, b2 = 1

ancl 2 S b3 S 10. Then X is homeomorphic to a cubic 3-fold if and

only ifit is isomorphic to either a cubic 3-fold (2 S b3 S 10) or a

cei'tain blowk]g dowR efa sraall i'esoiutiolt ofa blcwiRg-up ofQ3 (2 fE{

b3 S 4). In particula,r, any Moishezon 3-fold with cl positive which

is homeomorphic to a smooth cubic hypersurface in P4 is isomorphic

tc a• smooth cubic hy?)ersurface ix P4.

Theorem O.2. Let X be a AIIoishezon 3-fold vvith b2 = 1, b3 =

O. TheR X is homeomorphic to a cubic 3-foId if and only if it is
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ON MOISHEZONTHREEFOLDS

isomorphic to either a cubic 3-fold or a certain blowing down of a

smal1 resolution of a blowing-up of Q3.

  The blowing down of a blovv'ing-up of a smooth quadric hypersur-

face Q3 inentioned above, which we refer to as a fake cubic 3-fold, has

b2 = 1 and b3 -Åq 4. Since any fake cubic 3-fold is simply connected

and has torsion free integrcxl homology groups isomorphic to those of

one of cubic 3-folds, it is diffeomorphic to some cubic 3-fold by the

same reason as before. However it seems that no fake cubic 3-folds

are global deforniations of cubic 3-folcls.

  Here vLTe would like to remark that for quadric hypersurfaces in

P4 with Hessia,n ra,nk four it seems very hard to give their charac-

terization similar to the above because b2 ) 2. In fact, any normal

quadric hypersurface in P4 with Hessian ra,nlÅq four has a small resolu-

tion, which is a P2-bunclle over Pi, and h-c s infinitely many distinct

complex structures as P2Lbunclles over Pi.

  Our proof of (part of) (O.1) roughly goes as follows. Let X be a

Moishezon 3-fold with c? positive which is homeomorphic to a smooth

cubic hypersurface. Then b2 ='1 and b3 = 10, while the canonical

line bundle of X i's divisible by two. Let L be a (positive) generator

of H2(X, Z) with L3 = 3. Since c? is positive by the assumption, we

have Kx = -2L and hO(X,L) == 5. If the base locus B := Bs ILI is

empty, then the associated rationa! map pL is a birational morphism

of N onto a possibly singular normal cubic hypersurface in P4 with at

worst isolated singularities. Thus X is a cubic 3-fold. Then it follows

from the inequality proved in section seven that X i's isomorphic to
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a smooth cubic hypersurface.

  Next we assxme in geikera•l that X is a MgishezoR 3-fold with

L3 == 3, Iy'x ww- -2L, hO(X,L) = 5 and that the base locus B :=

Bs iLI of ILI is neRei tpty. Twe clistinct gexeral meMbers D and D'

of ILI have no irreducible components in common so that the complete

iRtersectioR e = D fi P' is puxe oite dimeRsioR&l, which turns out to

be a cycle of two smooth rationa,1 curves. Thereby B turns out to be

a siRgle recluced smooth yatiexxal curve. Thus the base locus ef pL can

be eliminated by blowing up X oniy once with B center so that we

have a morphism from the blowing up Xr of X onto Q3. By studying

the morphism we prove that XV is a smal} resolution of a blowing-up

of Q3, aticl that X is therefore a fake cubic 3-fold. However, no fake

cubic 3-fokl is homeomerphic, to a smooth cubic hypersurface because

their third Betti numbers a,re clifferent. This proves (O,1) when X is

homeomoi'phic to a smooth culÅric hypersurface.

  In the last we would lilÅqe to inentic)n tlriat tlrie positivity of b3 is

the ob$tacle for removing the assitmptioR c? År e from (O.1). Since

b3 ) 2 in these cases, X mcay have nontrivial holomorphic three forms

sc that Kx = C or Kxt ----' 2L caR happeR. We were uRabie to exclgde

these possibilities without the assumption on c?. However we need no

exk'a ÅqrrssgixpLioii ki (O.2) by the vai?ishk?g of b3. It is aR iRterestiRg

question whether there exists a Calabi-Yau 3-fold homeomorphic to

some cubic 3-fold xvith b2 = 1, hencÅí haviRg Euler number --6 oy Å}4,

or Å}2.

AcKNowLEDGggtfENT. [lrhe autbor wogld iike to express his hearty
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ON MOISHEZON THREEFOLDS

gra,titucle to Professers F. Hidaka, Y, IÅqawamata and S. Mori for their

a,clvices (especially o= the prgofs of Lemma,s omitted here) durixg the

preparation of the ayt,icle.

S 1. Cubic 3- folds

(1.1) Let T"V be an irreclucible cubic hypersurface in P4. If VV is

smooth, then .X :=: IfY is a Fkc no 3-fold of indiex two with Pic X r.v

Z whese i}3te.grcft.} hcmology grogps are al} torsiok free &xd b2 = l,

b3 : 10, Now xve consicler also norma,1 cubic hypersurfaces in P4,

which aclniit sinaJl (smooth) resolutions. ivVe call those sinooth 3--

foids cubic threefolds. The purpose of this section is to show that

besicles $inooth cubic hypersurfaces there are smoeth cubic 3-folds

X with Pic N ot ZL, L3 = 3, Kx ---"" -9..L and hO(X,L) = 5 whose

integral homology groups are all torsion free. By [W] it is easy to

determine (classify) the topology of those 3-folds.

  Let lfl/ be a singular normal cubic hypersurface in P4, po a singular

pgint of IfY. r]]a,king homogeneoÅíis cocrdinate$ xo,••• ,x'4 sttch that

pe rm [O,O,O,O, 1], we wyi'te the clefining equation F of VV as

                    F : f2(.x)x4 + f3(x)

where fh(.x') is a, homogeneous pol' ynomial of degree IAL in xg,•••x3.

Lemma 1.2. f2 is xot kiei?tica,1ly zere if YV ha.s a small resoigtioR.
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Lemma 1.3. Assume f2(.z') = xoxi-x2x3. LetA beacurve on P3

defi'ned by f2 = f3 = O. if I!V has at worst isolated singularities, then

A is reclucecl. ifmoreover I-V has a smalh'esolution smr : X - VV,

then any local irreclucible component of A is smooth and b2(X) =

b2(A). The sn]all resolution .X' is siniply connected.

PToof. Let G'([v) = f2(.z') and H(.T) = f3(2'). Assume xk i7E O for

some O S k- dÅq 3. Hence we have Gk l O for some k. Therefore

     Fk := aF/a.z'k =O for any k

                  o

G=H== O, eqGk+Hk=O for any k"

                 o

:v4+Hk/Gk=O forsome k, G=H=O,
    raniÅq(S8 .Gi, Si Sg)Si

where G'k := 0G/0xk and Hk := 0H/0xk. Since Gk 7E O for some k,

x' 4 at the singular point of IiV is uniquely determined by Åë4+Hk/Gk =

O. It follows that the singularities of VV except at po are in one to one

correspondence with the singularities of A. If A is nonrpduced along

an irreducible component, then A is singular along the component

so that VV has nonisolated singularities. Therefore if IxV has at worst

isolated singularities, then A is reduced.

  We assume that A is reduced. Let smr : X - W be a small reso-

lution. The point po is an ordinary double point of VV. On the other
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              ON MOISHEZON THREEFOLDS

hand, any singularity of N except po corresponds to a singularity of

A fts ol)servecl above. 'Irhe singxlarity of X e.ncept pc is defilted by

an equa,tion of the form :vvt =: f(z,zv) where f(z,w) =O is a local

e(iga.tioit ef A at the coyrespe}xiikg singular poikt of A. Heltce by

(1.2), a, ny local irreducible component of A is $mooth.

  Sk?ce ?]g is aik Grdinary clouble poikt cf IiV, C := smr-i(pg) is

a, smooth rational ctu've. Let ipc : X" - X be the blowing-up of

X wkh C ceBtey. Let f : I/Y -- P3 be a rational map defiRed by

f([`x'o,•-•,Lx'4]) = [x'o,••-,x3], which is an isomorphism over P3X (2

where q is a smooth quadric surface definecl by f2 := xexi-x2x3 = O

in P3. Then the incluced morphism 7r := f• smr - ipc : X" ---År P3

is bira,tiona,1, which incluces an isoinorphisin of the exceptional set

E := (s7nr • ipc)-i(po) onto e (c P3).

  Let S := 7r wwi(A). TheR A xx 7;'(S), and smr • ipc(S) is a cone over

A in P4. The divisor S consists of b2(A) irreducible components. It

is cle ar that X" Å~ S U E ot X X di c(S) U C or P3 X Q and S fi E ft A.

  Now we compu'te b2(X). Let T := SUE. Since P3 XQ cN JSI XT,

we have Ti(rtXT) cv Hi(X'XT) fy Z/2Z. It fo!lows easily frem

ri(X'XT) ctl Z/2Z that X is simply connected. Similarly H2(XXT) rtrt

H2(P3X Q) :O. By the realtive homology exact sequence for the

pair (X', X' X T), we have H2(X'", X' X T) ct H`(T) Åíy H4(S) o ff`(E),

so that b2(X) : b2(X") --- 1 = x'ank H2(X',X' XT) -1 me b4(T) -1 =

b4(S) ur b2(A). This complete$ the proof. q.e.d.

Lemma l.4. Assume f'2(x) = .z'o.z'i -x2x3. lf W admits a sinall
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reso2ution smr : X - IfV with b2(X) = 1, then the integrai homology

gi'otips ofX ai'e toi'sion free a,ncl we have

            bq xx : 1 (g : even), bi =: bs an O, b3 =8- 2r

where r = -5(deg wA - deg cuA) for the normalization A ofA.

  Noxv we reca,ll a theorem of C.'III'.C. NVali [VEIi, Theorem 5].

Theorein 1.5. (X,Vall) Diffeomorphism classes of' ox'iented closed 6-

ma,nifbicls wit,h tei'siox fk'ee k2tegt'a.1 hoinology gro"I)s and w7nt '-ww- O

corresponds bijectiveiy to isomorphism classes of systems of invari-

an ts :

  free a•be2ian g"roups H ; = ff2(?tif), a : = H3(fuI),

  i}. symmetric ti'iiinear fbim (ctip j)rodtict) i.t : H Å~ H Å~ H ---År Z, a

honuomorl)hism (Pontrjagin cla•ss) 1)i : ff --År Z subJ'ect to

   pt(.i',2',y) =: pt(x,'y,y) mod 2, pi(x) == 4ps(x,x,x) med 24.

  In our case pi is given by vi = e? -2c2. It'is easy to check that the

cokc!it!ons ok pi aRcl st in (1.5) are automatically true in our case.

Thus we see

Lemma 1.6. Let X andY be cubic 3-foids with b2 = l. Assume
that the integra,l homofogy gr'oups bfX a,ncl Y are torsion free. Then

the fo11Qvving are ecluivalent,

(1.6.1) X ancl Y arehomeomorphic.
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(Z.6.2) X a.flcl Y a,re difireomo;'phie.

(2.6.3) b3(X)= b3(Y).

Proof. It is easy to show that any cubic 3-foid is simply connected.

Therefore the assertio.n of (1.6) follows from (1.5). q.e.d,

Remark 1.7. Bsr computations we see that there are some cubic

3-folcls with torsion fyee integral homology groups also in the case

where HessiaR yR,}AÅq f2 K 3. Theyefore ki view of (l.6) scme cubic

threefo}cls ca,n be cliffeonkerphic to each other eveR when they axise

from quadratic polynomials f2 with different Hessian ranks. We know

$o fa,r no cubic 3-fold,s whose integral homology groups have torsions.

Example 1.8. Let fr.,. ::vo.Ti-x2.x'3. Let S beasurface in P3

defined by f+2 -- O. Then S has twe rulings f and g. Let A :ex

{f2 = k == O} be a redxcecl cx've cf 6 corcpoftents, the iinicn of 3

fibers of f ancl 3 fiber$ of' g. [l]hen A has 9 dotibie pclRts, wheRce

the cubic hypersurface T!V : f2.x',i + f3 = O has 10 ordinary double

points. In this casb IfV ha,s a small resolution .X with b2(X) = 6 and

b3(X) == O by (1.3) ancl (4.1). This gives the maximum of the number

of ordinary double points on cubic hypersurfaces, This is shown as

follows. kXle choose one of the orclinary doubie peints eR a give"

cul)ic hypefsurface IiY a,s p : [O,O,O,O,1]. Tlkelt we caR choose the

equation clefining Til/' and the projective coordinates xi as in (1.1) so

that f2(tT) = xoxi -- xJnd)x3. Hence by the proof of (1.3) any ordinary

double point of PV corresponds to that of a curve A, which is a

member of I3ei + 3e2I. Therefore it is easy to see tlnct the above
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example giv•es the maximum.

g 2. Fake cubic 3-felds and cempaetifications of C3

(2.1) In this section we construct soiine Moishezon threefolds with

Kx ww- -'.).L whose rational image by pL is Q3. "1[rhis example has

beGiÅr irxeRticikeci ik [KoLÅr, 5.3.1`IL].

  Let zX be an irreclucible Gorenstein curve of Q3 (c P4) with

deg A = 5 and deg wA = 2 whose any local irreducible components

a$e• sraocth. "le Åqftssgme that A lies oR a sizxooth hypeyplckRe secticR

of Q3, which we denote by Q (c)t Fo bl Pi Å~ Pi), Let ei and e2

be fibers of two ma,tural rulings of Q.. Then we may assume that A

belokg$ to IL)ei + 3e21i

  Let f-' : .1' . Q3 be a, sma,il resohition of a blowing-up of Q3 with

A center, A := f'--i(ztN) ancl e the proper transform of Q. It is easy

to $ee that (? t(? and Ne/x. A-' -ei - 2e2 even if A is singular.

Therefore we ha,ve a coRtractioit morphi$m ip : X' - X such that

B :-ww ip((?) f)t Pi, Let L :me f"*(OQ3(1)) and L :ur ip.(L + (?). We

easi!v check that
    v

         pic .x"'f,t zL, L3 xx 3, K(L)=3, Kx -ww ---2L.

  Let A := ip.f"*iOQ3(1)i. Let H be a geneyal smooth hyperplaRe

section of Q3, D :== f'-i(H) ancl D :== ip(b). Then b is the blowing-

up of H,Nvi'th center HnA, which consists of 6 distinct points. Hence

D ls $mooth, while so is D. W'e easily check that B : Bs A ty Pi.
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ON MOISHEZON THREEFOLDS

  Moreover for a pair of general membeys D and D' of A, we see that

e :=: D fi Di = B + C is a cyc}e of sizRcoth ratienal cgrves. Moreover

        Lct == 4, .zl,B :-1, A == ILI or lÅí1 cv IOQ3(1)1•

  We denote X by N(A,Q3) and call it a falÅqe cubic 3-fold, which

is uniquely determined by (tCN,OA(1)). r["his construction gives no

MoishezoR 3-folcls with AZxr = -L)L a,ltd b2(X) = 1 wheR A lies eR a

$ii?ggl(kr cigaCl;'ic sgrface by (3.2).

  It is easy to see the following

Lemma 2.2. Let A be an irreclucible Gorenstein curve on a smooth

clua,clric suiface Q (C P3 C P4) with deg A =: 5 and deg wA =

L), a,ny of whose loca,2 irreclticibie componeRts are smooth. Let r :

},(cleg wA - cleg wA) f'or the RormaEzaticA tlls ef A, X := X(A, Q3).

Then O S ?' S 2 anci any homoiogy group Hg(X,Z) ofX is torsion

free, b, =1 (q =O,2,4,6), bi = bs =O, while b3 =4-2r (S 4) and

the Euler ntimber ofX is given by e(X) : 2r(S 4).

Corollary 2.3. in thenotation in (2.2), -X(A,Q3) is diffeomorphic

to a cubic 3-fbld with the same integral homology groups.

Preef. This follows fyom Lem}n&s l.5-1.6 a2kd 2.2. q.e.d.

Remark 2.4. It is possible to construct similar examples when the

curve A is on a singular hyperplane section. NVe also call this a fake

cubic 3-fold.
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  By choosing A E 12ei + (6 -- m)e2l with mild singularities, we can

also procluce examples of Moi$hezoR 3-fglds X with Pic X ---- ZL,

Kx --- -2L and L3 = m.

  To be more pi'ecise, }et Åq? be a smooth hypefpplaRe sectioR cf

Q3, ancl A ff l2ei +(6 -m)e21Q (-oo Åq m S 3) an irreducible

cÅígve o= (? whese caity loca.l iyreduclble coinpoxxe:Lts are smooth. Let

f' : Xps --ÅÄ Q3 be a sma,11 resolution of the blowing up BA(Q3) of

Q3 with A center, ziix :== f'-i(A), crmcl B the proper transform of

(?. Then we see AiB/x• "-" 0B(-ei - (5 - m)e2) so that we have a

Moishezon 3-fold N tind a. contraction morphism ip : X' . X such

that B := Åë(B) .t Pi anci `X NB f2f XXB. Letting L : f'(OQ3(l))

and L : = ip*(L), we have

          PixX=ZL, Alx-=-2L, L3=m(S3),
              iLlftiLi bl iOQ3(1)i, Bs iLi :B.

  We denote X by X(A,Q3). "Xe aJso note that if m 2 6, then

tbere is Ro irreclutcible A. If m = 4 or 5, thek Bs iLi is empty

and X is either a small resolution of a complete inter$ection of two

cicicxdric hypersw'faces in P5 (m == 4) or a 3rfold hyperplaae $ecticR

of Gr(2,5) c P9 (m = 5). This is shown directly or by u$ing a

theorem of Kolla'.y (3.1).

  It is possibie to construct similar examples when the curve A is on

cx singula,r hyperplane section. These yield compactifications of C3

by an irreducible div'isor.

g 3. Meisheze}} 3-folds with 52 =: 1 aRd Kx = --2L
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  First we reca3i a, theorem of IÅqollar.

Theorem 3.1. (Kollar [Ko2, 5.3.19"]) Let X be a .Moishezon 3-fold

X with K\ = -2L, s :--- hg(X,L) }ir 4 ancl 52 = 1, Let pL be

the rationa.1 ma,p a.ssociated vvith ILI. Then (X,pL) is one of the

fo11owing;

(3.Z.1) s =4, pL is a birational Tational map ofX onto P3,

(3.1.2) s = 4, .Y is a double cover ofP3 ramified along a quartic by

the n]orphisiTi pL,

(3.1.3] s = 5, pll i.s a, bira•tioi]al rational map of .\ onto Q3,

(3.1.4) s = 5, pL is a. bk'ationa,l morphi$m efX onto a cubic hyper-

surf'ace in P4,

(3.1.5) s = 6, pL is a bk'ational morphism ofX ento a complete

intersection of' a pair of' (lua.ch'ic hypersurf'a,ces in P5,

(3,1.6? s = 7, pL is an isomorl)hism ofX onto a 3-fold hyperplane

section of the Grassmanian Gr(2,5) c P9, which vve call Vs.

  NVe shall nearly settle (3.1.3) by proving (3.2) and (3.3).

Theorem 3.2. Let X be a Moishezon 3-fold with b2(X) = 1,
L3 =3, Kx me -'-År,L• an(l hO(X,L) = 5. IfBs ILI is nonempty, then X

is ca fa,ke cubic 3-fbld. in particular, X is hoineomorphic to no smooth

cubic hyperstii'face.

Theorem 3.3. Let X be a Moishezon 3-fold with b2(X) = 1, L3 =

m, K.x• ---ny- -2L and Z?,e(X,L) =5. ff Bs ILI is empty, then m =3 and
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X is a cubic 3-fblcl. if Bs [LI is nonempt.v, then -oo Åq m S 3 and

X is isomorphic to X(A,Q3) resp. the blowing up-and-down or the

61owing down ofa Q-factorialization of the blowing up BA(Q3) ofQ3

with center a curve A ofQ3 (c P4) where A is an irreducible reduced

curve containecl in a smooth (resp. singular) hyperplane sectio. n of

Q3 with deg A=8-m a,ncl deg wA =8-27n,

  See (2,4) (resp. (3.5)) for the cletail when A is contained in a

sinooth (resp. singula,r) hyperplane section of Q3.

Proof of (3.3?. If Bs ILI is empty, then m = 3 and X is a cubic

3-fold by (3.1) or [Ko2, 5.3.IL)]. Now we assume that B := Bs ILI is

nonempty. Then xsre see B fÅrt Pi. rvloreover we have hO(OB(L)) = O,

whence LB s{ -1. This proves that m == L3 = LB+LC = LB+4 -Åq

3. Let X' be the bloxving-up of X with B center, B the total transform

of B. The we have a inorphism f: X' - Q3. Let L := f'(OQ3(1).

  There are two cases Bf Fo or B fÅrt F2. In each case we have

Lemma 3.4. ifB cy Fo, then X' is a small resolutio'n of BA(Q3).

The cui've A is an iri'eclucible recluced curve contained in a smooth

hyperplane section ofQ3 with deg A = 8 -'m ancl cleg ceA = 8- 2m,

any ot' ;vhose local irreclucible components is smooth.

Lemma 3.5. Assqme B ty F2. Let e.. be a smooth rational curve

on F2 with e[i. = -L), l,.. the defining ideal ofe.. in .J9', I := I,2.-. K"+IB

(m• = 2k,2k' + 1) ancl ipi:Bi(X') . X' the blowing-up of ]g vvith
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the icleal l center. Then we have a natural surjective morphism

giiOi•M : BI("g) - BX,Oi'M(Q3).

(3,5.1) ifm = 2k, then m f{ 1, andJ( "OrM contractsE := ip7i(e..) fy

Fo into a smooth rational curve. There exists a contraction mor-

phism contE : Bf(X) - ContE BJ(XI of'Bi(X) onto a 3-dimensional

normal Moishezon space ContEBi(X) and a surJ'ective morphism

hnorm : contEBI(-XP) - BK'OrM(Q3) such that gnorm == hnorm • contE.

I'Ve have contE(E) 2t Pi and ContE BJ(X') is a Q-factorialization of

BX,Oi'M(Q3) by hiiorin.

(3.5.2) ifm == L)k+1, then m S 1 and BJ(X') is a normal Q-

f'a•ctoi'ialization of'BX'OM'(Q3) bJr gnorm.

fj 4. Vr, and cubic 3-folds

Theorem 4.1. (KollcÅq,r) LetX be a Moishezon 3-foldhomeomorphic

to a Vs. Then it is isoniorphic to a Vs.

Lemma 4.2. Let I/V be anormal cubic hypersurface with isolated

singula,rities which a.clmits a smaH resolution f : X - 1[2V. Let H be a

generaJ h.yperl)lane section of IiV, ancl L := f'(H). Let s :=the num-

ber ot' singulai'points of' IiV, and e(X) the Euler number ofX. Then

X is a futoishezon 3-fbld with Kx = -2L, h9(X,Ox) = O (g }il 1)•

Moreover there exists a coherent sheafg on X with supp 9 contained

in the exceptional set of' f such that ge(X) +3 :hO(X,9) 2 s.

Proof. Since the singularities of W are rational by [E], hg(Ox) =
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1?.`!(Ow) =. e for (f })

tangent bundle of N

1 and xiO.xi = 1. Let Tx be the hclomorphlc

. Then we have exact $equences,

o

e

o

o

0 .x'

T.\

T.x'

.J['

0.x'(L)ee5

 f* Tp,

 f*Tp.,

O.y (3L)

f*Tp,

Ox(3L)

  •Jz.

  9

o

o

where Jrc and q- are the colÅqernels of the sequences, while the second

seclgeRce is the kQrma•l se(lgeRce cver the $mooth loc=$ ef W. Note

that h`i(X',mL') = h`i(Itl/, mH) me O fox' any g 2 1 and m År. O because

f.(mL) ty mH a,nd RGf.(77zL) = O for g 2 1. From the above

seqtteRces we infer

h.9(N, f"Tp4) =

hg( x, g)

O (fi }ir 1)

= hg+1(x

, h3("x Tx)=hg(X,

, .1" ) = hq+2(X, Tx) me

st }y(-2L)) = O

O (g År-F 1)

It fellows tha,t

hg(X, q-)=,y(x,q-)

  = .\(X, 3L) - x(-1 ', f"Tp4) + x(-\, Tx)

  = ,x•(X, 3L) - 5xi `\,•L) + x(X, Oxi + x(X, Tx)

  = 34 - 25 + 1 + (12c? -- 19cic2 + 12c3)/24

  = e(X)/2 + 3
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where cict.) --"- 2`ilxiX,O.x') =: :ÅrL4 and ci := ci(.\) = f'ci(T2iV) =

2c2(L) becanse the teseiutiox f : X -År W is $mal1. Let F :=

FÅqa:g,•••,.eq) be the defining equation of VV, l the JacobiaR i(leal

of F (generated 1)y 0F/0xi). Let J be the ideal of Ox generated by

f*(0F/aari), Then by the definition of the above $equences we have

Åq Årt (O.xt/J) Åqg} Ox(3L). Since the sing"larkies of I7Y are isolated,

(0.x"/J) bj) O.x'(3L) t)t Ox/tJ. Therefore hO(X,9) ) s, where s :=:ghe

number of singula,r points of I/V. This completes the proof of (4.2).

                                                      q.e.d.

Propo$ition 4.3. Let Trp' be anormal cubic hypersuiface in P4

;vhich aclmits a smalh'esolution f : X - VV, ancl H a, general hy-

perpia,ne section oAxV, Then Hi(X,Z) = O, and the inciusion ho-

momcrphism i.:H2(H,Z) - IH2(W,Z) tt H2(X,Z) is surj'ective

whei'e fH2(lxTL Z) i,s the seconcl intersection hoznology of YV for any

perversity. In pa,rticula,r, b2(X) -Åq 7 and -6 S e(X) S 16.

Proof. Let W be a normal cubic hypersurface which admit$ a small

resolution .'. By [GM, 6.2], IH2(VV, Z) cnd H2(X,Z) by the smooth-

ness of ..\. The first assertion of (4.P..) follows from [GM, 7.lj. Simi-

larly b2(X) S b2(H) S 7. Becagse H is asmcoth cttbic s=rface so that

it is P2 blown-up ca,t 6 points. zzie al$o see e(X) = 2+2b2 -- b3 f{ 16,

w'e have e(X) ;?r -6 by (4.2). q.e.d.
Corollary 4.4. Let TiV be anormal cubic hypersurface in P4 with

at woi's,t ordina,i:y cloublepoints. Then thenumber of'ordinary double

points on IiV is a,t most 10.
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Proof. X•XXe ha,ve .g Åq. 10 by (1.9), though we have only s -Åq 11 by

Theorem 4.5. Let X be a Moishezon 3-fbld homeomorphic to a
cubic 3-folcl with b2 = 1 ancl 6 S b3 g 10. ff c? is positive or ifX has

no holomorphic 3-fbrms, then X is isomorphic to a cubic 3-fold. In

particulai' ifX is homeoinoi'phic to a smooth cubic hypersurface in P4

ancl if ci År O, then X is isomorphic to a smooth cubic hypersurface

in P4.

Proof. Let X be a Moishezon 3-fold homeomorphic to a smooth

cubic hypersurface. Then bi = O, b2 == 1 and b3 = 10. Hence

hi(X, Qxr) = h2(X,O.xt) = O and h3(X,Ox) -Åq b3/2 = 5 so that

Pic -X' fÅrt H2(N,Z) fy Z. Let L be a generator of Pic X with L3 = 3.

Then K.xr = -(L)q+ L))L for some intcger (1 because ci mod2 is a

topological invariant. Th.en cas in [Ail] we have

     M4 S .Ni(X,O.x') = xiZ, Oz(g)) = (cl + 1)(q2 + 2q + 2)/2,

where Z is a smooth cubic hypersurface in P4 and Oz(1) is the

hyperplane bundle. Hence (q, lz3(X,Ox)) = (O,O), (-1,1), (-2,2).

X2Vhen (1 is negative, we have c? = 3(f")g + 2)3 s{ O. By either of the

assumptions we have g = O, h3(.X',O.y) = O and Kx == =2L. Then by

[Ko2, 5.3.12] hO(.\,L) = 5. By (3.'2), B := Bs ILI is empty. Therefore

the half anti-ca,nonical map pL of X' is defined everywhere and X is

a cubic 3-folcl because b2 = 1.

  Let ,IiT/ be the cubic hypersurface which is the image of X by pL,

Then the singularities of VI/ are isolated, hence normal. Since X is a
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small resolution of VV, the singularities of W are terminal so that they

are rational [E]. Herice by (4.2), we have 5- b3/2 == e(X)/2+3 2 s,

where s := the number of isolated singular points on VV. It follows

from b3 = 10 that IiV is smooth and X N- T!V.

  Next we consider the case where X is homeomorphic to a cubic

3-folcl with 6S b3 S 8. "Xe see in the same manner as above that

K.x• = -L)L ancl hO(X,L) = 5 for the generator L of PicX with

L3 = 3 by [Ko2]. Let B := Bs ILI. If B is empty, then X is a cubic

3-fold by b2 = 1, "rhile if B is nonempty, then X e-v X(A,Q3) by

(4.L)), which contradicts b3(.X'(A,Q3)) S4 by (2.2). q.e.d.

Theorem 4.6. Let X be a Moishezon 3-fold homeomorphic to a

cubic 3-fold with b2 = 1, then X is isomorphic to either a cubic 3-fold

or a, fa,ke cubic 3-fblcl if one of the fo11owing conditions is satisfied.

(4.6,1) 2 -Åq b3 sll 4, either c? is positive or h3,O(X) == O,

(4.6.2) b3 == O.
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